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Abstract: With the advent of big data, data mining is more increasingly utilized in various decision-making fields 

by extracting hidden and meaningful information from large amounts of data. Even as exponential increase of the 

request of unrevealing the hidden meaning behind data, it becomes more and more important to decide to select 

which data mining algorithm and how to use it. There are several mainly used data mining algorithms in biology 

and clinics highlighted; Logistic regression, Neural networks, Support vector machine, and variety of statistical 

techniques. Among them Case-based reasoning (CBR) is relatively seems to be simplistic but very powerful to 

disclose invisible problems in complex environments with only simplistic use of the above single technique for 

prediction of nonlinear models. On the other hand, quantities of the human momentum and activities are more 

diminished, whereas lifestyle of drinking, smoking and western eating habits are changing, and thus such as the 

unrevealed risks caused by heart attack or angina are growing up more and more. Therefore according to the 

increase of patients suffering from heart disease, a number of data mining studies are undergoing to assist medical 

doctors by prediction of whether to perform coronary angiography which requiring much resources in cost and 

procedures. Our study uses the same datasets on heart disease patients, that made use of multiple datasets collected 

from Cleveland, Hungary, Long Beach and Switzerland. Unlike the approach of , we observed that the 

experimental dataset is composed of multiple populations. And they are similar in use of same kinds of disease 

patients but different in the time and area of investigation. Through the experimental results, CBR made better 

performance than the techniques proposed from the original study for the disease prediction. Consequently we 

conclude effective diagnosis prediction must accompany with selection of the data mining technique considering 

the characteristics of samples and data collection. 

Keywords: CAD, Coronary artery disease, CBR, Case-based reasoning, Logistic, Bayesian network, Heart disease, 
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1. Introduction 

As human momentum and activities are diminished and changed the lifestyle of drinking, smoking and western 

eating habits in recent days, unrevealed risks caused by heart attack or angina are growing. It is known that three 

main risk factors causing the pathogenesis of CAD are high blood pressure, heavy smoking and high cholesterol. 

CAD is classified as angina pectoris and myocardial infarction referred both collectively Ischemic heart disease 

[2]. Main symptoms of those diseases are chest pain, discomfort in the chest, and easy feeling of tiredness. In order 

to diagnose severity and status of heart disease, electrocardiogram (ECG), angiocardiography (ACG) and coronary 

angiography contrast agent are checked with administered degree of narrowing of the coronary arteries. 3D 

Coronary artery CT and nuclear medicine tests are conducted to assess the function of the heart muscle, and high 

specificity test are also used for diagnosis. But it is almost impossible to manage data generated exponential growth 

quantity and quality of information. Thus it became difficult simply to use statistical techniques or queries alone 

for huge data search and only with a considerable technical effort to find useful information. Data mining is an 

important process required in decision-making fields that moves vast amounts of data currently stored in large 

database system into uncovering hidden data meaning. There are several mainly used data mining algorithms in 

biology and clinics highlighted; logistic regression, neural networks, support vector machine and other variety of 

algorithms derived from statistics. Among them, Case-based reasoning (CBR) is relatively seem to be simplistic 

but very powerful to solve problems in complex environments only with simplistic use of the above single 

algorithm for prediction of nonlinear models.  

In this paper, we try to find alternative computer based classification models which remedy its shortcomings 

and provide more high performance of prediction by using the characteristic of data about CAD and analyze by 

comparison with the models of original study. Our paper is consisted with 6 sections; in the second section we 

explain about our motivated algorithms to this study; Material and Methods treat the datasets we used and our 

strategy for experiments. In this section, we introduce about a modified approach from the filtering method used 

in the original study for clinician’s practical needs. In section 4 and 5, we describe the experiments conducted for 
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comparative advantage analysis and discuss about the performance evaluation by comparison of the results. In the 

last section, we conclude with descriptions about why our study has significance and how can we support the 

clinician’s decision for diagnosing the CAD patients. 

 

 

2. Literature Review 

 

2.1 Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) 

There has been argued that case-based reasoning is not only a powerful method for computerized inference but 

also a pervasive behavior for human problem solving in every day. Even more radically, all reasoning are based 

on past cases personally experienced [3]. In CBR, training examples are stored and accessed to be used to solve a 

new problem [4]. To make a prediction for a new example, those past cases that are similar, or close to the new 

example are used to predict the target value. Generally CBR is used for classification and regression. In addition, 

it can be applied when the cases are entangled with complicated cases and where the cases are previous solutions 

to new complex problems. CBR has advantages as the following; First of all it is intuitive. Secondly, it is not the 

knowledge elicited to create rules or methods. Hence this makes development easier. Thirdly, it only learns by 

acquiring new cases by use. Then this makes maintenance easy and the precedent case or rule is accepted as a 

method for justifying the decision. On the contrary, it has been argued that CBR has some issues in that how many 

cases are needed, how to remove overlapping cases, how to search efficiently, what features to use for indexing 

and how to weight the features. Through the above problems, there are several disadvantages in CBR [5]; Can we 

take a large space for all the cases? Can we take large processing time to find similar cases in case-base? Are there 

some needs such as case-base, case selection algorithm and case-adaptation algorithm. CBR can be evaluated and 

justified by confidence. In this time, confidence level is based on number of cases matched, similarity of matched 

cases to new problem or similarity of matched cases to each other. Following Figure 1 shows Aamodt& Plaza's 

(1994) classic model of the problem solving cycle in CBR [6] [7]. 

 

Figure 1. CBR cycle[6] 

 
2.2 Logistic Analysis 

In general, whereas simple logistic regression analysis is to generate a model for the purpose with only one 

independent variable to predict the dependent variable, multiple linear regression analysis makes a regression 

model to predict the dependent variable with the multiple independent variables [8]. Multiple linear regression 

analysis let us know how much a certain descriptive variable effect on the dependent variable, thus by using these 

descriptive variables to make accurate prediction relatively for the dependent variable. Logistic analysis is, as one 

of the multiple linear regression analysis, when the samples to be classified are divided into two or more than two 

populations used to predict individual observed values where to be classified. Unlike discriminant analysis, logistic 

analysis has strengths that it is possible to use categorical variables for the explanatory variables and also apply in 

case that the dependent variable is not displayed as a quantitative measure but a qualitative one.  

 

2.3 Bayesian network Analysis 

Bayesian network has a graph structure with connected nodes by representing observed target objects as nodes 

and describing ordered or relational meaning as links [9]. Bayesian network, also called Bayesian Belief network, 

is DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) with conditional probabilities for each node. In Bayesian network, each node 
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represents random variables in a problem domain and each arc conditional dependence relationship among these 

variables [10,19]. Each node contains a conditional probability table that contains probabilities of the node being 

a specific value given from the values of its parents. The direction of links specifies the conditional dependency 

relations of nodes or variables, and non-descendants in the graph, which have no links connecting each other 

conditionally independent. Therefore Bayesian network is known that it is suitable to reflect the relevance or the 

relationships of causes and effects between nodes as well as easy for knowledge representation and possibility of 

inference. Each node is described by a table containing local conditional probabilities of that specific variable in 

association with other attributes as parameters. As a result Bayesian network provides the advantage of possibility 

to be calculated more easily than conventional statistics by beginning from the assumption that all things interested 

statistically such as population parameters, missing values and predicted values are uncertainty but the amount of 

information is described as the probability. [10] 

 

Figure 2. Bayesian Network  

 
3. Material and Method 

3.1 Experimental Data 

The data used were downloaded from UCI repository of the heart disease. The data wereobtainedfrom303 

clinical and non-invasive test results of 4citiesin three countries separated by Cleveland, Hungary, Switzerland, 

and Long Beach. The reference group used to derive the model consisted of 303 consecutive patients referred for 

coronary angiography at the Cleveland Clinic of Ohio. The patients had heart tests except myocardial infarction 

and valvular heart disease and consists of 200 samples at Veterans Administration Medical Center in Long Beach. 

Hungary dataset comprises 294 samples, which is subtracted the samples having myocardial infarction or valvular 

heart disease from the patients who took examination of myocardial infarction at the Heart Institute of Cardiology. 

And Switzerland dataset gives 123 samples from the collected patients who had heart disease test at the university 

hospitals in Zurich and Basel. All data set was composed of the attributes 76but only 14 attributes were used for 

our experiments according to the published data set [11]. 

 

 

 

Table 1. Data Definition and Type 

Attribute Type 

Age numeric 

Gender 1:male, 0:female 

Chest pain 

1 : typical angina  

2 : atypical angina 

3 : non-anginal pain 

4 : asymptomatic 

Resting blood pressure numeric 

Serum cholesterol numeric 

Fasting glucose 1:true, 2:false 

Resting electrocardiogram results 

0:normal 

1:having ST-T 

2:ventricle problem 

Maximum heart rate numeric 

Reduced exercise angina 1:yes, 2:no 

Reduced by relaxation exercises 

associated with ST-segment 
numeric 

The slope of the peak exercise ST 
1:up sloping 

2:flat 
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3:down sloping 

The number of major blood vessels numeric 

Thallium defects 

3:normal 

6:fixed defect 

7:reversible defect 

The result of heart disease diagnosis 0:absence, 1:presence 

 

3.2 Method 

Result In original study, experimental policy was planned and preceded by considering the fact that the most 

relevant probability thresholds for making decisions concerning angiography or therapy laid between 0.2 and 0.8 

for subjects with the chest pain syndrome [1]. It means that subjects whose clinical and test data are concordant 

will generally have very high or very low probability estimates in other test groups from any algorithm. Based on 

this like idea, we focused onto selecting the attributes of data set for leaving the problems of dividing which ranges 

of the subjects into concordant or discordant corresponding to each heterogeneous test group to choose an effective 

prediction algorithm. Chest pain syndrome is an essential factor in diagnosis of CAD according to domain 

knowledge. It is separated into 4 types which are typical angina, atypical angina, non-anginal pain and 

asymptomatic shown in Table 1. Patients with a history of typical angina but negative exercise electrocardiography 

represent a subgroup with an intermediate likelihood of having coronary artery disease and future cardiac events 

[12]. Thus such patients can be said to be relatively in stable status. But patients with the term “atypical chest pain” 

are led to physicians for investigating coronary angiography [13]. In addition, there are many presumptive signs 

of non-anginal chest pain such as localization with one finger, radiation to the nuchal area, an inframammary 

primary site, a pain that reaches maximum at the onset, or relief within a few seconds of swallowing food [13]. 

Therefore these latter two kinds of patients with atypical or non-anginal chest pain are in somewhat dangerous 

status having possibilities to be easily progressive to coronary disease. As for asymptomatic, there is a report that 

one problem in defining prognosis in totally asymptomatic patients is the relatively small number of such patients 

who undergo coronary arteriography and there is a death of such statistics [14]. It means that asymptomatic patients 

have lower possibility to progress to coronary disease but coronary disease patients with asymptomatic may be 

dead at high rates. So we recognized that the odds ratio of chest pain syndrome was included in the highest group 

among all the attributes of Cleveland data set through our preliminary study. And we divided the values of chest 

pain into 2 types, which are explicit and inexplicit. Explicit types are defined as the patients with typical angina 

and asymptomatic. In explicit types include the patients with atypical angina and non-anginal pain. In this time, 

we assumed the explicit types as a self-evident group to be normal or patient and guessed that it might not be his 

interests who wanted to diagnose and predict patients for therapy. This is due to the fact that the approach that the 

results are apparently to be predicted may be uniformly applied to all the data sets, so it will not be appropriate for 

the goal of data mining study as like the above method of original study. Since the angiography test is expected to 

be obviously useless when the value of chest pain is the explicit types, samples with the inexplicit types only need 

to be performed. For investigation of it, we tried to find how close the relationship between the chest pain and the 

classis. 

Generally regression analysis helps us understand how the typical value of the dependent variable changes 

when any one of the independent variables varies, while the other independent variables are held fixed [15].In the 

result of regression test, we could find that the chest pain syndrome had a major effect on decision of the class 

value which showing the prediction result across all the data sets (Figure 3).Also according to [16], McNemar test 

is a test on a 2x2 classification table when the two classification factors are dependent, or when we want to test the 

difference between paired proportions. Thus we designed a 2x2 matrix by using the explicit and the explicit types 

to each case with which the class value is 1 or 0 for the test of paired proportions. After the test, the expected result 

by us has not the same direction with the original study, so we designed several plans for experimental analysis 

with the chest pain or not like Table 2. Whereas considering that Logistic and Bayesian network techniques were 

used to establish patterned rules and predict heart disease patients with good performance in the original study, we 

selected to use k-NN as our classification method which was expected to make the better performance by 

recognizing the characteristic of integrated datasets than the prior techniques. This is due to the assumption that 

because our data sets were not collected from one place but obtained in several countries and hospitals, though 

they are common in that all the constituents are the patients data suffering heart disease with differences in region 

and time difficult to find the uniformed rules. 

 

 

4. Experiments  

Result of obtaining probabilistic estimates for the impact of chest pain syndrome X to the class variable Y using 

the Cleveland data set is presented as Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Result of the regression analysis 

  
 

For experiments various classification algorithms are used in WEKA. Especially CBR is implemented as 

named IBk, which is described in Section 2 in WEKA [17]. Each experiment was repeated 10 times of 10-

foldscross validation to provide a mean value of experimental results in principles. But there were some cases that 

result values are unchanged despite of repeated experimentations. For performance evaluation, several measures 

of positive classified instances and precision / recall and AUC (area of ROC curve) were tested [18]. 

 

Table 2. Experimental methods and data algorithms 

#Attribut

e 
Algorithm 

Dataset 

Clevel

and 

Hungar

y 
LongBeach 

Swit

zerland 

(14) Logistic (1) (2) (3) (4) 

(13) 

Logistic 

 

(5) (6) (7) 

Bayes Network. (8) (9) (10) 

IBk (11) (12) (13) 

 

 Table 2 shows our trials of experimentation conducted for evaluation of the difference between algorithms to 

4 data sets. The cases from (1) to (4) mean testing steps to find self-predicted result from each dataset through the 

process of self-training and test with 14 attributes. On the other hand, the cases from (5) to (13), which were 

reduced to 13 features, describe steps that predict each Hungarian, Long Beach and Switzerland data respectively 

by using Cleveland data as a training one. 

 

Figure 4. Comparison analysis based on Self-train vs. 10-cv(Broken line graph in the left) vs. Cleveland 

modeling the rate of Corrected Classified Instances (Bar graph in the right) using Logistic algorithm 

 
 

It shows the logistic prediction result of (1) - (4) of the experiments (refer Table 2) describing the CCI rate in 

left side of Figure 4. Among two graphs, left one is showing the result run by self-training and prediction, whereas 

the right one is showing that of using 10 cross-validations. Apparently the self-predicted result is shown to be 

higher than that of 10 cross-validations. Even the case of Swiss dataset, it can be found in both models that the 

results appear to be much higher than others relatively. This means Swiss dataset may be overestimated because 
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of the reason for imbalanced data samples. The right side shows the result with the Cleveland model by using each 

data set as a test data in logistic prediction with 10-folds cross validations. 

 

Figure 5. Comparison analysis of CCI and ICI on the Cleveland model 

 
 

 Figure 5~8represent the prediction results to three separated datasets run by the Cleveland model like the way 

of showing the right side of Figure 4. In Figure 5, CCI rates having13 attributes, which mean the case where the 

chest pain is deleted, are entirely higher than that with 14, and ICI with 13 attributes are far lower than that with 

14 except Hungarian dataset in both cases. None the less, it shows that there isn’t any identified difference 

corresponding to each algorithm. 

 

Figure 6. Comparison of TP and FP rates based on Cleveland Model 

 
 

Figure 6 shows TP rates of Bayesian Network and IBk (k-NN) are significantly higher to appear than the other 

two cases. And we can find that FP rate of logistic with all 14 attributes is shown to be the lowest on the whole.  

 

Figure 7. Comparison of Precision and Recall across algorithms 

  
 

Figure 7 shows that the precision of IBk is little higher than other three cases and the recall is also higher 

together with Bayesian network. There are two interesting things that Hungry data set has not big variations 
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corresponding to each algorithm in recall, but also Long Beach is appeared to be the highest on using Bayesian 

network. Whereas, there are little differences in sensitivity and specificity to all algorithms (see Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8. Comparison of Sensitivity and Specificity across algorithms 

 
5. Discussion 

 

Through McNemar’s test to all the data sets respectively, there were significant differences between the two 

proportions in Cleveland, Hungary and Swiss data set, but insignificant in Long Beach data set (Figure 9). Because 

of discordant results of our McNemar test, we have found there is discordance in the result between the original 

study and ours.  

 

Figure 9. McNemar's result to each dataset (from left, Cleveland, Hungary, Long Beach and Swiss) 

 
 

In Figure 4, we can see that in all datasets the experimental performance of self-trained samples is more 

excellent than that of cross-validated samples in comparison of CCI rates. Especially in prediction test using self-

trained samples, except for Long Beach, as considering that each data set showing relatively high accuracy is 

lowered to less than 85% in 10-cv test except for Swiss data set, we can guess the distribution of samples in each 

data set is uneven. Even in the case of Long Beach, it might be more biased than others. When we consider that 

the right side is a predicted accuracy based on the Cleveland model, it can be seen that the difference of number 

of samples in the patient and the normal group is spreading increasingly. This means, despite of every data set 

commonly consisting of the patients’ information suffering from the heart disease around the same time, it is 

somewhat unsound results are drawn. The Cleveland discriminant function developed based on logistic algorithm 

had excellent performance rather than Bayesian network of the CADENZA in the rate of overestimation and CCI, 

but Bayesian network and IBk being proposed in this study made better performance in CCI (see Figure 5). 

Moreover in the aspect of marking the highest value in TP and the second lowest in FP, IBk seems to take 

precedence over logistic and Bayesian network (Figure 6). This like superiority of the CBR is observed in 

comparison between Figure 7 and 10, thus we can reach the conclusion that CBR is appeared to be the most 

superior than others in precision without significant degrees of reduction in recall than the results using other 

techniques when we run a prediction test except for the attribute of chest pain having a great impact on the 

dependent variable. Also that of CBR is observed in comparison of the sensitivity and specificity (Figure 8). 
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Figure 10. Precision and Recall in cases of using 14 full number of attributes 

 
 

6. Conclusion 

 

Data mining is widely used to obtain the useful information from each sector in company's customer 

management, the bank's personal and business credit score calculation, risk management, health care for the 

treatment of patients in clinical trials and DNA sequencing analysis in biotechnology. Also it is used in decision-

making using variety of techniques for the diagnosis of patient's disease. It this paper we described our approaches 

and the results tried for getting much higher performance of prediction as consideration of the characteristic of 

integrated dataset collected in different hospitals, even across several different countries. Despite of being collected 

in different data sources, all the patients are commonly suffering from heart disease around the same time for 

identifying whether to run he final angiogram test on the basis of the result of previous study. 

As a result, we could find that IBk was, as one of the CBR techniques, the most applicable method to our data 

set which was composed of several heart disease data sets collected in different hospitals, even across several 

different countries in several types of experiment for the discovery of effective data mining algorithm considering 

the characteristics of samples and data collection. And by comparison the results in precision and recall, we could 

utilize the effect of exclusion of the independent variable if we tried to find unknown effects of that with a great 

impact on the dependent variable.  

Although we have obtained two significant results like the above, our study has disadvantages in several issues. 

Firstly we only used the algorithms with default options provided from WEKA. Normally the better we control the 

options of data mining algorithm, the better we can get the results. Secondly, because we mainly depended on the 

original study with not considering other studies about heart diseases, we did not include other impact factors 

having influence on causing the heart diseases. Thirdly, our study has not any novel idea in the fields of healthcare 

informatics but we convince that it will be helpful for medical doctorswho want to use or select effective features 

in decision of whom belongs to the normal or the diseased. Because it is increasing the varieties of newly occurred 

unknown diseases, the occurrence of heart diseases and the needs from medical experts for satisfying the 

customer’s  demand as more and more the societies are being complicated and the technologies are being developed. 

The significance of this study resides in reproducibility of the previous study faithfully with the same datasets and 

clarifying that our proposed CBR algorithm has the higher applicability by considering the characteristic of 

integrated dataset utilized in the same way. 
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